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[COURSE INFORMATION]

COURSE DESCRIPTION
& GOALS

PREREQUISITE

COURSE REQUIREMENTS

This course is motivated by a simple question with a set of possible,
complicated answers: “What allows certain firms to earn positive economic
profits while others deliver negative returns?” To answer this question, we will
consider three potential approaches:
•
Variance in profitability is tied to the external environment – industry
structure and the structural niches occupied by the firms in that industry
•
Variance in profitability is tied to the internal functions of the firm – the
choices made to support the strategy and the firm’s ability to accumulate and
utilize resources
•
Variance in profitability is tied to superior managerial decision-making,
including the ways to increase the chance of luck
In considering these approaches, we will maintain two consistent underlying
views: rational choice model vs. bounded rationality model.
It is important to recognize upfront that this course cannot be as perfectly
organized as the outline suggests. This is not accounting or statistics which
begin with core, universally accepted principles and then build to harder
problems and applications. Instead, business strategy is complicated and messy
throughout, and we will be learning a set of new tools and concepts to answer
the question above. In general, we will begin with early academic work in the
area, and proceed to more contemporary, practical treatments. This will help
you understand how thinking in each area has evolved.
You are expected to have taken elementary courses in economics and
organizational behavior. Some knowledge in computer programming or
computational software (such as MATLAB, Python, JAVA, etc) is helpful, but
not required.
1. Attendance and Class Participation (10%). Class discussion and
interaction are crucial part of our synthesis of the material and learning. It is
therefore vital that you come to every class, prepared and ready to contribute.
Good participation includes asking questions, raising original ideas, making
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constructive comments, and having a positive attitude toward learning.
2. Quiz (10%). There will be pop quizzes (i.e., quizzes given without prior
notice) based on materials covered in class.
3. WINTEL Strategy Simulation Game (10%). Each group will play a
strategy simulation game that models a competitive / cooperative situation of
Intel and Microsoft. Each group will be evaluated by the outcomes of multiple
rounds of strategic decision making.
4. Case Presentation and Discussion (20%). Each group will be asked to
present and lead a discussion on a business case. Among a set of cases provided
by the instructor, each group can choose the ones they prefer. The instructor
will allocate the cases accordingly. The types of cases range from typical HBStype cases to a less conventional type such as podcasts or academic papers.
5. Team Project (20%). Depending on the class size, groups of six to eight
will be formed to work on a semester long team-based project. There are three
options each team can choose from:
Option #1 (“Application and Reinterpretation”): Choose a business
phenomenon and reinterpret the story using one of the “tools” introduced in
class. More narrowly, you can choose a company you are interested in and
reinterpret its strategic choices and success (or failure) stories from a
perspective of one of the “tools” introduced in class. (e.g. Firm A experienced a
huge success because it made its choices by closely following prescriptions
from the value-creation / value-capturing framework; The root-cause of Firm
B’s success can be attributed to the force of luck).
Option #2 (“Problem Definition and Solution”): Choose a company you are
interested in and pick a particular time point of the company’s history. Collect
data related to the company and define what challenges the company is (or was)
facing and make suggestions on how to solve the problems and challenges. In
doing so, you have to use a tool (or tools) introduced in class.
Option #3 (“Computational Modeling”): Choose a computational model that
models a firm’s evolutionary dynamics (options will be provided by the
instructor). For the first presentation, replicate the existing model and present
the replicated results. For the second presentation, modify the model in a
meaningful way and present how the modification made the results different.
Groups that choose to do this option are exempted from “Case Presentation”.
6. Final Exam (30%)
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GRADING POLICY

See Above

There is no assigned textbook for this class. I find the following interactive
materials capture some of the themes in our class:
TEXTS & REFERENCES

1. Pankaj Ghemawat; Jan W. Rivkin, 2014. Strategy Reading: Competitive
Advantage. Harvard Business Publishing (denoted as “GR” below)
2. Ramon Casadesus-Masanell. 2014. Introduction to Strategy. Harvard
Business Publishing (denoted as “CM” below)

INSTRUCTOR’S PROFILE

https://ysb.yonsei.ac.kr/faculty.asp?mid=n02&sOpt=&uid=101
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[WEEKLY SCHEDULE]

(*available from the HBS website / **available from the coursepack provided by the instructor)
WEEK

DAILY TOPIC & CONTENTS

COURSE MATERIAL &
ASSIGNMENTS



Opportunity Costs and Decision
Making




1

Competitive Advantage and Added
Value I

REFERENCE

Marburger & Peterson
2013. Economic Decision
Making Using Cost Data:
A Manager's Guide,
1. What Does Economics
Have to Do with Running a
Business? Harvard
Business Publishing*
Frederick 2011. The
Persuasive Power of
Opportunity Costs. Harvard
Business Review*
GR (p.1-11)*, CM (p.1-5)*
Brandenburger, Adam M.,
and Harborne W. Stuart.
"Value‐based business
strategy." Journal of
Economics & Management
Strategy 5.1 (1996): 524.**

Competitive Advantage and Added
Value II



new dynamics of
competition. Harvard
Business Review, 91(6), 8087.**

Activity Analysis / Value Network

WINTEL Strategy Simulation Game

External Analysis
2
The Whole vs. the Parts: Firm as a
System of Interactions I

GR (p.11-21)*
Ryall, M. D. (2013). The

Available
Publishing



from

HBS

CM (p.5-9)*
“Why the Price of Coke
Didn't Change for 70
Years” (NPR Podcast)

GR (p.21-22)*, CM (p.10-17)*
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WEEK

DAILY TOPIC & CONTENTS

COURSE MATERIAL &
ASSIGNMENTS



The Whole vs. the Parts: Firm as a
System of Interactions II


The Trial-and-Error Model of
Competitive Advantage




“The Cost of Free
Doughnuts” (NPR Podcast)



Frans Johansson, 2012. The
Click Moment: Seizing
Opportunity in an
Unpredictable World.
Portfolio / Penguin, New
York. Chapters 3, 4, 6, 7, 8



D.J. Collis and C.A.
Montgomery (1995).
"Competing on Resources:
Strategy in the 1990s".
Harvard Business Review,
July-August, 118-128.**
GR (p.21-22)*
Case: Southwest Airlines**

Luck- and Network-Based
Competitive Advantage

Resource-Based Competition



3

Case Discussion

Student Presentation

Final Exam

Siggelkow (2001).
“Change in the Presence of
Fit: The Rise, the Fall, and
the Renaissance of Liz
Claiborne”. Academy of
Management Journal,
44(4): 838-857.
Siggelkow (2002).
"Evolution toward
fit." Administrative Science
Quarterly47(1): 125-159.
GR (p.5)*



“Steinway & Sons” (HBS
Case)*

REFERENCE

